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Interactive Video Wall Fosters Engagement Through Stories

NTT Ltd.
NTT Ltd. is a global technology services company that applies their
capabilities, technology, infrastructure and services to help accelerate
organizations’ business transformation and modernization goals. The
company employs more than 40,000 people, servicing 85 percent of the
global Fortune 500, in a diverse and dynamic workforce.
Among other areas, the company has demonstrated expertise in helping
clients create a modern workplace environment that ensures a seamless
workflow and optimized applications to increase efficiency and drive
meaningful innovation. In early 2019, the company turned that expertise
inward to launch a new intelligent workplace in the heart of New York City
at One Penn Plaza. The new workplace features an experience center to
engage clients, partners and prospective clients around the NTT brand.
To better communicate its value proposition, the company decided to
adopt a digital storytelling approach and engaged collaboration solutions
provider AVI-SPL to work together on a solution.

“We help our clients transform how employees, customers and things connect,” added Mitchell
Hershkowitz, VP/GM Intelligent Workplace at NTT Ltd. in the Americas. “The evolution of our own physical
space into a truly intelligent workplace empowers our employees and showcases the value of connected
systems using intelligence derived from data, location services and modern collaboration tools.”
AVI-SPL’s strategic consultative process led to the installation of a nearly 12-foot-long, 7-foot-high
Clarity® Matrix® MultiTouch LCD Video Wall System in a 3x3 configuration from Planar. Offering the latest
touch technology, the Clarity Matrix MultiTouch enables up to 32 touch points—allowing multiple users
to simultaneously interact with the video wall without affecting other users. Clarity Matrix MultiTouch
provides pinpoint accuracy and is protected by Planar® ERO-LCD™ (Extended Ruggedness and Optics™)
technology—a protective glass that is bonded to the front of the display for creating a highly durable
surface.
“New York is a massive market for technology and there’s no better place than One Penn Plaza—it’s at the
center of it all,” said Fred Frisco, business development manager, AVI-SPL Northeast Region. “The client’s
intent with the experience center was to create a showpiece for their strategy. Based on the message
they wanted to convey, we felt that an immersive type of application—and particularly a touch screen
technology—would offer the most value.”

Interactive storytelling drives
immersive experiences
Located in the front reception area of the new One
Penn Plaza workplace, the Clarity Matrix MultiTouch
video wall serves as a digital canvas for presenting
stories through an interactive approach.
“Walking into the space, the video wall is the first
thing you notice,” Frisco said. “The installation is
clean, impressive and it really contributes to their
branding and strategy.”

“The installation is clean,
impressive and it really
contributes to their
branding and strategy.”
— Fred Frisco,
Business Development Manager,
AVI-SPL Northeast Region

NTT Ltd. partnered with its internal creative services agency to have a range of customized stories developed
focusing on NTT’s history and unique market expertise, including how its services and technology can help
companies succeed in a digital world.
“The narratives relate to our customers, our partners and our people, and also tell the story of our journey as
a company,” said Vincent Nocella, Vice President, IT Information Systems at NTT Ltd. in the Americas. “The
experience is designed to be user-driven, empowering each person to freely explore content and follow their
own narrative direction.”
Nocella’s team can easily update the Clarity Matrix MultiTouch video wall as updated content and presentation
materials are developed. “We have the flexibility to adapt to a specific narrative and create a more
personalized experience based on the customer or the group of customers that are visiting,” he said.

A tool for compelling stories
As the industry and business practices continue to
change with the digital transformation of society,
Nocella says technologies such as Clarity Matrix
MultiTouch are becoming increasingly more relevant.
“Back when IT started to emerge as a necessity, it
was still concealed in the background, but now it has
moved to the forefront,” he said. “The video wall is
a great example of how technology can be used to
represent a company through stories.”
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